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Stop Renting Your Cable Modem: Buy One Instead
Many people continue to pay Comcast and other cable-based ISPs monthly fees to rent cable modems.
But with a little research, you can buy your own modem outright
and save money in the long run.
The advantages to renting a cable modem are that you can turn
to your ISP for hardware support, including Wi-Fi help if the
modem includes a wireless gateway, and the company will replace
the modem at no cost if the unit fails or can’t support higher
network speeds as it upgrades its service or you move to a faster tier.
However, given the typical monthly rental fees, the premium you’d
pay for those benefits is usually high compared to the cost of buying
your own modem.
For instance, if you pay your cable company $13 per month to
rent a modem, you’d pay $468 over 3 years of service, plus any of
the various percentage-based fees cable companies tack on.
However, you could instead pay $350 for the Netgear C7800, a
cable modem that includes an advanced Wi-Fi gateway. For the
equivalent of 27 months of rental fees, you’d save over $150 per
year.
But you should read your bill carefully before proceeding. Some cable companies have stopped
charging a rental fee altogether, effectively bundling it into the monthly service bill. TidBITS Publisher
Adam Engst checked his bill and found that his provider, Spectrum, was one of them. (In 2016,
Charter Communications acquired Time Warner Cable, his previous ISP, and has now rebranded all
services under the Spectrum name.) That means there are no savings for him if he buys his own modem.
Pick the Fastest Model
Cable-based Internet service relies on the DOCSIS (Data Over Cable Service Interface Specification)
standard, which was first developed over two decades ago. Version 3.0, released way back in 2006,
provided massive increases in maximum downstream and upstream rates, which led cable to outpace
improvements in telephone copper-wire DSL service.
DOCSIS 3.0 was in many ways so far ahead of its time that it remains in active and heavy use. Its
maximum downstream rate is 1.2 Gbps, and upstream tops out at 200 Mbps. Version 3.1 appeared in
2013 with 10 Gbps downstream and 1 or 2 Gbps upstream maximums. A further improvement in
2017, 3.1 Full Duplex, provides up to 10 Gbps for both upstream and downstream data.
Few DOCSIS 3.0 and later modems offer the maximum possible data rates for their respective
supported versions. Performance is based entirely on the kind of modem chips installed, which configure
network communications over the coaxial cable wiring into “channels.” Each channel is effectively its
own separate data stream, and the modem binds all those channels together invisibly to you. More
specifically, each channel has a maximum amount of data it can carry, and overall throughput is based on
either how many channels are built into the modem or how many the cable carrier supports for your
account. (DOCSIS 3.0 and later have a surprising amount in common with Wi-Fi.) You might have a
modem that can outstrip your connection, which is fine, or a connection that offers more channels than
Continued on page 4
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October 14, 2019
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THIS MONTH AT SMMUG
March 11, 2019
6:00 Q&A Session
6:45 Networking Break
7:00 Screen Capture programs and
Screensaver's presented by Jim and
Skip.
8:00 Adjourn
Upcoming Meetings:
April: Free Oﬃce suite alternatives to iWork
and MS Oﬃce
May: Pages
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Club News

Announcements
Sig Location Change is Permanent!
Mike and Jim met with Connor Johnson at City
Mac and they finalized plans to continue meeting
there for our SIG meetings.

Door Prizes For The March
Meeting:
Apple tote
Apple water bottle
Apple pin
Notebook
32GB SanDisk
$25 gift card
Grip
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your modem can handle, which is bad.
With DOCSIS 3.0, devices could be configured with as few as four downstream channels and one upstream channel, labeled as 4×1, or 171
Mbps downstream and 43 Mbps upstream. In practice, most 3.0 modems started at 4×4, and 8×4 (343 Mbps/171 Mbps) models are more
common. By spec, a DOCSIS 3.1 modem can’t offer fewer than 24×2 or 1 Gbps/123 Mbps. (DOCSIS 3.1 has more capacity per channel for
upstream signals, which is why 3.0 and 3.1 upstream bandwidth-per-channel numbers differ.)
As with Wi-Fi, you won’t see maximum throughput rates in the real world, as they describe a state of perfection that never exists. Cable wiring can
suffer from transient interference, degradation due to wiring quality, and speed drops due to long distances from the data termination point for your
connection to the cable plant. Plus, channels can experience congestion if too many customers around you are connected to the same cable data
segment relative to the throughput they require. The modems automatically adjust which channels they use and the throughput within each
channel based on continuously changing line and usage conditions.
That means the ISP has to overdeliver on the number of channels it uses to provide you reliable service that’s up to the promised service level. If
you have a 100 Mbps Internet subscription, the cable ISP doesn’t let your modem use only four channels, as “171 Mbps” would likely net out to far
less on average. As a result, you need a cable modem that overperforms your current tier of service by a factor of two or three to ensure you have
enough capacity to outpace any of the problems mentioned just above on average. So a DOCSIS 3.0 modem with 8×4 (343 Mbps/171 Mbps)
should work fine with a 100 Mbps/20 Mbps broadband plan. But if you’re paying for 200 or 300 Mbps, you’ll want a much faster model. (ISPs
will throttle service in the modem—it’s a feature of the DOCSIS spec—or at their network side of things to make sure they don’t give you more
throughput than you’re paying for.)
With gigabit broadband service over cable, you need a DOCSIS 3.1 model, even though some 3.0 versions support 32 downstream channels
(about 1.4 Gbps). That’s because cable ISPs with gigabit service, like Comcast, have opted to deliver gigabit speeds only using 3.1 technology for
greater efficiency and flexibility due to improvements that make a difference in delivering service but are invisible to customers.
Even though DOCSIS 3.1 modems cost a little more than 3.0 models—$160 to $180 for well-reviewed 3.1 models versus less than $100 for 3.0
models—you should, in most cases, purchase a 3.1 model even if your current broadband speed doesn’t warrant it. Modems with 3.1 built-in are
backward compatible with 3.0 service and thus offer future-proofing against service upgrades without having to swap out your hardware.
While the DOCSIS 3.1 Full Duplex specification has been released, there aren’t any consumer-level modems that support it yet, and DOCSIS
3.1 offers more than enough throughput for consumers and most businesses. Ignore it for now.
Buy and Install Your Own Cable Modem
Every cable company has a different list of approved “retail” modems that work on its network, making it impossible to offer a blanket
recommendation. Plus, you may want to find a cable modem that includes other features, such as a Wi-Fi router, even if it costs more than a
“dumb” unit that only knows how to connect to the cable system.
Pay close attention if you subscribe for both broadband and voice service from your cable ISP. Cable operators typically limit which modems they
support for both broadband and voice, and you may have to purchase a modem through a partner or manufacturer’s site instead of via an online or
brick-and-mortar retailer.
What will you wind up paying?
• DOCIS 3.0 up to 300 Mbps broadband: around $60. The NetGear CM500-1AZNAS (16×4 or 686 Mbps/171 Mbps) is a good example,
scoring solid reviews and working across nearly all cable operators’ networks.
• DOCIS 3.0 up to 600 Mbps broadband: around $100. Many people pick the Arris SB6190 (32×8) for the highest data rates below 1 Gbps
on DOCSIS 3.0 networks.
• DOCSIS 3.1 up to 1 Gbps broadband: $160–$180: With a lot of choices for 3.1 models, consider the Arris SB8200 ($180) and the
Motorola SB8200 ($160), which are solid performers in reviews.
Here’s where to check on available modems for the main cable ISPs in the United States:
• Cox: A somewhat technical page that starts with compatibility issues faces you at Cox, but it settles down into a long list of compatible modems.
A self-install page guides you through activating a modem, which requires the serial number and cable MAC address.
• Optimum and Suddenlink (Altice): Altice’s two cable brands don’t provide any public-facing information about purchasing your own modem.
Some third-party sites recommend modems for these providers, but I suggest contacting customer service before making a purchase.
• Spectrum (Charter): Spectrum’s Authorized Devices on the Spectrum Network page lists modems appropriate to a visitor’s ZIP code. It also
offers a simple page on activation, which relies on the device’s cable MAC address.
• Xfinity (Comcast): Xfinity takes the most encouraging approach with terrific advice about how and what to buy, and a dedicated My Device
Info site that checks on what service is available for subscribers who log in and non-subscribers who provide their address. It even comes with a
promise: “All listed equipment is certified and compatible with Xfinity Internet service.” Xfinity also publishes a clear set of steps for activating
your own modem, although it’s a bit more complex than other providers.
You can also turn to a reliable third-party for reviews. Wirecutter assembled a set of recommendations for modems that deliver the
performance most people currently need: 24×8 with DOCSIS 3.0 for up to broadband service up to 600 Mbps and a 3.1 option for gigabit
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subscribers. The reviews dig into compatibility across carriers and other more detailed feature comparisons.
Don’t Forget To Get a Receipt!
One of the worst parts of dealing with a cable company is making sure it stops billing you for services and hardware you aren’t using and don’t
possess. I went to a local Comcast office to return my rental modem a few years ago and made sure to obtain a receipt proving that I had handed it
over.
And, sure as the sun comes up in the morning, my next bill still showed a rental fee. It took months to convince Comcast to stop charging me,
even though in the end, the company refunded all the fees and “believed” me. I had a receipt!
If you need to return your rental modem via the mail or UPS, made sure to take pictures of the unit as you ship it, including the serial number and
the packed box, and only ship via a service that provides a tracking number.
Even when you think the cable operators can’t get you, they’ll try. But in the end, you won’t be paying a monthly fee anymore.

DOOR PRIZE WINNERS
For The February 2019 Meeting
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Can’t wait for the next newsletter to see what the guys and gals at Joy of Tech are up to? Then simply go on over to their
website and see past and current cartoons and other things
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iOS, watchOS, & tvOS
Attach an iPad to Your MacBook as a Second Display with Mountie
by JEFF PORTEN
Like many TidBITS writers, I’ve long been a proponent of multiple monitors as a productivity tool,
but as a mobile MacBook user, it has always been hard to practice what I preach. I don’t bring iMacs
to Starbucks, but there was a time when I used my old 17-inch PowerBook as a second screen for a
newer MacBook. That had the added “benefit” of making walking with my backpack a solid workout
(see “Build Your Own 23-inch MacBook,” 5 February 2007).
More recently, I’ve switched to an iPad as a secondary screen, which is much easier on my shoulders.
I rely on and recommend Duet Display, while my colleague Julio Ojeda-Zapata recommends the
similar hardware-based Luna Display (see “Luna Display Turns an iPad into a Responsive Mac
Screen,” 7 December 2018). I prefer to run my 13-inch MacBook at 1440-by-900 resolution, and the
iPad Air 2 at 1280-by-800 resolution, which gives me roughly the same screen space as the
1920-by-1200 monitor on a 21.5-inch non-Retina iMac. Two smaller screens aren’t the same as one
big screen, of course, and a single large display is generally preferable—but two screens are better for some workflows, especially with Mission
Control.
This approach caused what seemed like a small problem: I could only
set up side-by-side screens when I had enough table space to do so. When
working on a narrow table in a crowded coffee shop or in a comfy chair, I
had nowhere to put the iPad. So when I purchased Ten One Design’s
Mountie, a clip that attaches an iPad (or smaller device) to the side of a
MacBook screen, I thought it was only for convenience.
Instead, the Mountie has proven transformative: the amount of time I
spend in a multiple monitor setup has gone from approximately 20% to
80%, and that has completely changed how I do my work. Mountie
requires airspace, not table space—while setting up an iPad in a stand at a
coffee counter feels like it is intruding on the person next to you, a
hovering iPad usually fits within the personal space people give you
naturally. And the Mountie works fine when I have my MacBook Pro in
my lap, letting me work with my feet up. It’s not likely to make your
neighbor happy on a coach class flight, though.
Ten One Design designed Mountie for 9.7-inch iPads and smaller devices. (You can also clip in an iPhone, and while it won’t work as a second
screen, you could use it to play a video or watch Messages without taking up Mac screen space.) For larger iPad Pros, there’s the Mountie+, which
does the same thing with two clips instead of one.
The Mountie has poor documentation, and frustratingly, Ten One Design
doesn’t provide any written materials on its Web site. Speaking as someone who
could burn down a house while constructing an IKEA table, it took me an hour
to get right. In the photo below, the colored clips attach to the back of the iPad
and MacBook screens. My first time, I put them in front and thought I was
supposed to put up with covering up the corner of my screen. The narrower
other side, the actual front of the Mountie, covers the bezel but not the monitor.
Someone with better mechanical skills would figure it out more quickly—also
someone with better observational skills, as I was only later informed that there’s
a demonstration video on the Web site I could have watched.
The Mountie comes with six rubber inserts of varying thickness that slide
over a plastic shelf inside the clip, and a piece of paper the size of a Post-it note
(the only instructions) tells you which insert to use with your particular
hardware combination. One of the inserts is designed for an iPad in a case, but the Moshi VersaCover case I use is too thick to fit, so I have to pop
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the iPad out to mount it. Two additional thin rubber tabs with adhesive backing are included, but I had no idea what to do with them until tech
support told me they’re for fine-tuning the width of the clamps.
Once fitted, each side of the front of the clip mounts firmly—a bit scarily so—to the MacBook screen and iPad. The amount of pressure is just
enough where I’m a little concerned about cracking the screen, so I always close the clips slowly and gingerly—but I’m reasonably sure I’m being
paranoid. The clamps hold the iPad firmly in place, although I wouldn’t use it on a bus or plane due to vibration and turbulence. I’ve dropped my
iPad once (thankfully onto a carpet) when I had the MacBook in my lap and stood up too quickly—the weight of the iPad swung the MacBook lid
down, causing the iPad to fall out of the clamp. I’m chalking that up to user error, since standing up more carefully and using both hands to support
both devices has worked fine. Be careful.
The second concern is whether the weight of the iPad could damage your MacBook. MacBook screen hinges do not have an exemplary track
record, so it is reasonable to be concerned about risking a pricey repair. Peter Skinner of Ten One Design says the company has tested for this and
designed the Mountie to place the weight on the strongest part of the assembly. He also suggested that, instead of clipping the iPad to the top of the
monitor, you can attach it so the iPad’s bottom edge rests on the table. That’s an especially good idea with heavier tablets attached to lighter
MacBooks so the center of gravity remains stable.
Once clamped, the angle of the iPad tilts slightly toward you and is not adjustable. The plastic base lines up against the side of the MacBook screen
and provides both stabilization and that fixed angle. It wobbles a bit when you touch the iPad, so a gentler touch is called for than when the iPad is in
a case stand. There’s just a little give, and it seems like a hard push could knock it out of the clamp or cause damage. Again, be careful.
My other major quibble with the design involves how it interacts with multiple monitor utilities. With Duet Display, I need a cable connection
from my MacBook to the iPad—I found Duet’s wireless option unusable—which means the iPad’s Lightning port has to face outward since the
side facing the MacBook is flush with the screen. My cable is just long enough that it creates a dangling loop from Lightning port to USB-C port,
which strikes me as eminently capable of sending both devices hurtling to the floor. I intend to MacGyver a loop on the Mountie to thread the cable
through, and I’ve suggested it to Ten One Design as a feature. If you use a Luna Display or Duet Display’s Air or Pro service, you’ll be wireless and
won’t have this problem.
The Mountie costs $24.95 and comes in two colors, green and blue—but the times I’ve checked, one color was sold out. Mountie+ costs $34.95,
and you can have it in any color you want so long as it’s black.
Seek and Ye Shall Find Things in the Dark with an iPhone Thermal Camera
by DAVE KITABJIAN
I’ve had my eye on thermal imaging cameras for a long time. Not because I needed one,
or because I need to hunt prey like a viper, but because they just seemed so cool. The idea
of viewing one of those 2D colorful infrared images of things in and around my home or
“seeing” temperature was just such a fun concept for a geek like me. But given prices of over
$400 for even consumer-grade models, a thermal imaging camera was a novelty I couldn’t
justify.
Then I spotted the Seek Thermal Compact Imager by Seek Thermal at Amazon for
about $220—it’s an infrared camera that cuts costs by using your iPhone’s screen, power
supply, and storage. When I combined that with the fact that a builder is actively insulating
an addition to our home in sub-zero weather and I wanted to make sure that cold air
wasn’t leaking in, I finally had an excuse to buy one.
The Compact is available for both iOS and Android, and Seek Thermal makes two more
advanced (and expensive) models, the CompactXR and the Compact Pro, that add range and resolution for an additional $50 or $200, respectively.
Hands-On With My New Eyes
Despite its name, the Compact, which comes with a nifty waterproof carrying and storage case,
is smaller than I expected.
All you have to do on the hardware side is plug it into a Lightning port and adjust the focus ring.
I was a bit disappointed that I needed to remove my iPhone 8 Plus from its protective case for the
Lightning plug to seat properly, but that’s a minor inconvenience.
Right away, I was impressed. As soon as I plugged the Compact into my iPhone, it prompted
me to download the free Seek Thermal app from the App Store. After skipping the pleasantries of
the welcome screens, I was able to start evaluating my surroundings in infrared.
Going On The Prowl
Exploring the house searching for air leaks is, of course, one of the main uses and cost benefits of
the Compact. Some leaks, like the cold air emerging from beneath my fireplace, I expected. Others
were a bit more of a surprise.
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A thin temperature legend appears down the left edge of photographs. It shows the high and low temperatures as they correspond to the range of
colors from white (hot) to black (cold). To keep the images “pretty” with a wide dynamic color range, the Seek Thermal app doesn’t map colors to
absolute temperatures. Instead, it reassigns the colors in real-time to the hottest and coldest temperatures in the given frame.
Captures from the Compact are saved directly to your Camera Roll, making them a breeze to share. I captured a few photos of my addition and
sent them to my builder so he could address the issues before hanging the drywall.
The Compact Imager can also capture video, which might be useful for seeing what wildlife is nearby at night. And, it turns out that teenagers
love watching the videos to relive hide-and-seek games in a dark basement.
With the Compact mounted on the bottom of the iPhone, it’s easy for your hand to get in the
way of the camera. Fortunately, the Seek Thermal app can flip orientations so that you can spot
cold corners of the dining room with the phone sideways or even upside-down.
The Compact has uses besides weather-proofing your home. For instance, it can help you find
your cat when it’s trying to avoid a trip to the vet.

And if you want to take a thermal selfie,
simply remove the Compact from the
Lightning port, insert it the other way, and
say cheese.
A Clear Choice
If you want a clearer picture, note that the focus ring can sometimes improve clarity. But the
Compact’s sensor is just 206 by 156 pixels, so there’s only so much that focusing can do. Seek
Thermal’s CompactXR model has the same sensor but a different lens that provides nearly
double the viewing distance. The Compact Pro has the longer viewing distance and a larger
sensor—320 by 240 pixels—but it’s also a lot more expensive. I don’t think most people will see
enough benefit from the upgrades, but your use cases may vary from mine.
Comments on the product’s page at Amazon suggest that the matching of color to
temperature is not all that accurate. That’s probably true, but generally irrelevant. When I see
“blue” around my electric outlet, I know cold air is entering the room and I should insulate it.
The exact temperature around the outlet is immaterial in that context.
There’s one, clear downside to the accessory design of the Seek Thermal Compact Imager: I
can’t lend it to my Android-using friends as I could with a standalone thermal imager. But this
minor downside is outweighed by the device’s advantages: no batteries to change, zero effort to
transfer images off the device for sharing, extreme portability, a large screen, and a rock-bottom
price that finally puts thermal imaging within reach for geeks like you and me.
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Macs & Peripherals
USB 3.2’s Naming Convention Is a Hot Mess; USB4 Announced
by ADAM ENGST & JOSH CENTERS
he upcoming USB 3.2 standard will provide a maximum speed of 20 Gbps when products supporting it hit the
market later this year, but due to confusing labeling from USB-IF, the USB industry group, it may be difficult to figure
out what speed any particular device supports. That’s because USB-IF is retroactively subsuming the older USB 3.0
Spec

Speed

New Spec Name

Marketing Name

USB 3.0

5 Gbps

USB 3.2 Gen 1

SuperSpeed USB

USB 3.1

10 Gbps

USB 3.2 Gen 2

SuperSpeed USB 10Gbps

USB 3.2

20 Gbps

USB 3.2 Gen 2×2

SuperSpeed USB 20Gbps

and USB 3.1 standards under
the new USB 3.2 name. Here’s how the new names work out:
To be fair, USB-IF is being consistently confusing, since the initial release of USB 3.1 was called USB 3.1 Gen 2, and USB-IF also then
retroactively renamed USB 3.0 to USB 3.1 Gen 1. What was wrong with the simple USB 3.0, 3.1, and 3.2 names?
The practical upshot of all these naming changes is that any given “USB 3.2” device might not provide the speed you expect, so you’ll have to read
the specifications carefully.
Just before we published this article, the USB Promoter Group announced the draft specification of USB4, due in the middle of 2019. USB4 is
slated to be backward-compatible with USB 2, USB 3.2, and Thunderbolt 3. In fact, it’s based on Thunderbolt 3 and doubles USB 3.2’s 20 Gbps
top throughput to 40 Gbps, enabling it to support multiple simultaneous data and display protocols. What’s not clear is how USB4 will differ from
Thunderbolt 3, given its backward compatibility, USB-C connector, and need for new cables certified for 40 Gbps.
Ejector Gives the Vestigial Eject Key a Reason to Exist
by JOSH CENTERS
It has been years since Apple last shipped a Mac with an internal optical drive, yet
both the Magic Keyboard and Magic Keyboard with Numeric Keypad still include
an Eject key. And many people still have older MacBooks and keyboards with Eject
keys. But if you don’t have an Apple USB SuperDrive, that Eject key sits quietly—
sad, lonely, and seldom touched (unless you like pressing Control-Eject to bring up a
dialog with buttons for Restart, Sleep, and Shut Down, or Control-Shift-Eject to sleep
the screen). For the rest of us, this is where Dave DeLong’s clever Ejector app comes
in.
Ejector is incredibly simple. It runs in the background, and when you press the Eject
key, a window opens showing all ejectable volumes. Choose one and click Eject, or you
can use the arrow keys to select a volume and press Return to eject it. No need to lift your
hands from the keyboard!
No Eject key on your MacBook Pro? No problem, because Ejector also supports the
Touch Bar, displaying an eject button in the Control Strip. Alas, if you have a Mac that
lacks either an Eject key or a Touch Bar, you’re out of luck—there’s currently no way to
connect the eject action to a key of your choosing. However, if you have a macro utility
like Keyboard Maestro, you could assign the Ejector app to any key combination.
What can you eject? DeLong lists “partitions, disk images, network drives, or external
drives.” In short, you can eject any mounted volume other than your boot drive. As always, if there are files (even invisible ones) open on a volume
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that you want to eject, macOS won’t let you eject it. If that’s the case, press the Option
key to perform a force-eject.
There isn’t anything else to the app, which might make you balk at its $9.99 price,
though there is a 7-day free trial. But no one can accuse DeLong of greed since he’s
openly asking Apple to “Sherlock” his app at the bottom of Ejector’s Web page, even
including a Radar link that Apple developers can follow to formally request the feature
from Apple.
Here’s a quick tip that might save you from some confusion. When I first
downloaded and opened Ejector, nothing happened on either my High Sierra or
Mojave machines. After checking DeLong’s Twitter feed, I discovered the problem:
Ejector doesn’t launch correctly if you leave it in the Downloads folder. After I
force-quit Ejector in Activity Monitor and moved it to the Applications folder, it worked fine. DeLong has acknowledged the issue and said he’ll fix it
in an update.
As a bonus tip, what if you have an Apple USB SuperDrive but lack an Eject key? You can usually drag a mounted CD or DVD to the Trash to
eject it, and Apple also provides a menu extra that puts an Eject menu in the menu bar, from which you can select a SuperDrive to eject its disc (with
tray-based drives, it can also open the tray). Alas, unlike Ejector, it can’t eject other types of mounted volumes. To install the Eject menu extra,
navigate to /System/Library/CoreServices/Menu Extras and double-click Eject.menu.

Travel & Technology
19 Years Ago in TidBITS: Traveling with Technology

by ADAM ENGST
We have another trip down memory lane for you, this time to refresh your memory of what
it was like to travel with technology at the turn of the century. Gideon Greenspan, who then
ran a shareware firm called Sig Software, wrote a pair of articles for TidBITS about preparing
for and then taking a several-month trip to Asia, all while managing his business on a
PowerBook G3.
In “Working Off the Beaten Track” (6 December 1999), Gideon outlined his plans,
which entailed buying a PowerBook G3 to run his payment processing system, a wonderfully
hacked-together combination of HyperCard, FileMaker Pro, and Emailer, all linked via
AppleScript. He also packed a Zip drive and disks for backup, various cables, a security cable,
and a spare battery for the PowerBook G3. The entire setup cost him roughly $3500, or about
$5100 in today’s dollars—think of that the next time you’re pricing out a MacBook Pro and its
required dongles. Much of Gideon’s initial article was spent pondering how he would get
online to send and receive email while on the road.
But it all worked out swimmingly, as Gideon later reported in “Working Off the Beaten Track, Part 2” (28 February 2000). He had chosen a
service called Gric that claimed to provide a global roaming network for dialup Internet access, and while dialup proved troublesome, he had little
trouble finding Internet cafes, so he was able to keep Sig Software humming along. The weight of the PowerBook G3 was an issue, as you might
imagine, but he mentioned how much he liked having his music with him in MP3 format on the laptop—the first iPod wouldn’t appear for
another few years. Most amusing was his choice of a padded FedEx box instead of a regular laptop case.
So where is Gideon today, and what would he carry with him on a trip now? He went back to university to get a Ph.D. in Computer Science but
chose not to go into academia. Sig Software is largely dormant, in part because of losing its payment system when Kagi went out of business in 2016
(see “Kagi Shuts Down After Falling Prey to Fraud,” 4 August 2016). But Gideon has continued to write mainly Web-based software, including
Copyscape, which is a search engine for textual plagiarism used by millions; Web Sudoku, which gets 300,000 daily visits, and much more. Most
recently, he founded and acts as CEO of Coin Sciences, which develops the MultiChain blockchain platform.
Gideon moved from London to Tel Aviv, where he’s now married and has three children, so lengthy jaunts through foreign countries are a thing
of the past. However, he’s still an Apple user, and when he travels for work today, he carries a svelte 11-inch MacBook Air. That MacBook Air cost
just $1000 when he bought it, compared to the $2500 he spent on the PowerBook G3 in 1999 (nearly $3700 today), and at 2.38 pounds (1.1 kg)
it is less than half the weight of the PowerBook G3’s 5.9 pounds (2.7 kg). It’s also notable that he’s still able to use a 7-year-old Mac, in part due to
the performance and reliability of solid-state storage over hard drives.
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Gideon also commented that his iPhone 6s makes Internet access while traveling trivial, thanks to cellular data plus a personal hotspot, although
he sounded a bit wistful when he said, “It would be nice if it still felt OK to read and reply to emails once per day.” Filling out his travel kit is a Kindle
that he loves in part because it provides access to a much larger range of English-language books than are available in Israeli bookstores.
For those who are looking for recommendations from a modern-day road warrior, our friend Khoi Vinh recently shared travel tips based on his
experiences while logging over 90,000 miles across 23 trips in 2018. And if nothing else, it might be interesting to do an audit of what you carry with
you when you travel, as I did some years ago in “Why Laptop Bags Are So Heavy” (21 May 2011).

Tidbits
[Click on the blue titles to read the whole story]

“Can’t Unsee” Tests Your Eye for iOS Interface Details -- It’s obvious when an iOS app gets interface elements glaringly wrong. But can you tell
when the errors are more subtle? The Can’t Unsee Web game asks you to choose which of two iOS-style screenshots doesn’t have a mistake
The Lengths Thieves Will Go to Unlock iPhones -- Apple’s Activation Lock feature has helped discourage iPhone thefts by preventing an iPhone
from being activated while it’s registered to an iCloud account, but thieves are finding clever ways to work around this requirement.
Thunderclap Researchers Reveal Vulnerabilities Exploitable through Thunderbolt -- A group of researchers has revealed a group of security
vulnerabilities exploitable by merely plugging in a malicious Thunderbolt cable or peripheral.
The Secret Lives of Facebook Moderators in America -- In an impressive piece of investigative journalism, Casey Newton of The Verge has
published an article describing what it’s like to work as a Facebook content moderator. Short answer: it sounds horrible.
kernel_task Is Protective, not Problematic -- Who knew? Howard Oakley reveals an Apple support note that explains that the kernel_task
process monopolizes your Mac’s CPU to protect it from overheating and isn’t itself causing the problem.
What Would Life Be Like without the Tech Giants? -- Ever wondered if you could go back to a simpler time without Amazon, Apple,
Facebook, Google, and Microsoft controlling our technological lives? Kashmir Hill of Gizmodo tried cutting each one out in turn and then blocked
all five. Here’s how it went.
Amazon Buys Mesh-Networking Company Eero -- Amazon has purchased Eero, maker of home mesh Wi-Fi systems, long a favorite amongst
techies. The move will ensure the future of Eero’s technology but has some worried about the privacy implications of all network traffic passing
through Amazon hardware.
EFF: Europe’s Copyright Directive Worse Than Imagined -- Europe’s potentially disastrous Internet copyright rule update is headed to the
European Parliament for a vote, and the Electronic Frontier Foundation warns that it’s even worse than before.
Flickr Extends Photo Deletion Deadline to 12 March 2019 -- Flickr’s new owner SmugMug is deleting excess photos from free accounts in an
effort to make the service sustainable. It originally planned to do so in early February but has extended the deadline.
Pixelmator Pro: How Does It Compare to Photoshop CC?
by VICTOR AGREDA
Photoshop is the undisputed king of photo editors, but for years the developers of
Pixelmator have been challenging that throne, especially for amateurs and part-time
professionals. In 2018, the Pixelmator Team released Pixelmator Pro, aimed squarely at
professional Photoshop users. But can the $59.99 Pixelmator Pro replace Photoshop,
which will set you back at least $9.99 per month and as much as $52.99 per month?
If you do heavy print work, you rely on other Creative Cloud apps, or if you’re plugged
into a workflow reliant upon some of the connected features available in Creative Cloud, I
can save you some time: forget it. Adobe offers a decent deal for subscribers: between
online storage, fonts, and other workflow niceties, you won’t easily replicate that with a
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single application. However, if you simply need to work with photos and manipulate them for the Web—which is likely a lot of Photoshop users
out there—then Pixelmator Pro offers some advantages for a lot less money.
Interface
Let’s begin with Photoshop’s interface for starting a new document.

And compare it to Pixelmator Pro’s:

As you can see, Pixelmator Pro is more streamlined. This is an overarching theme: Photoshop has so many features that they overwhelm the
interface, while Pixelmator Pro sacrifices obscure features for ease of use. You find that trade-off throughout the software, and as you might expect it’s
often a balance between capability and simplicity.
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In fact, Pixelmator Pro begins perhaps too minimally, offering little more than a
big, dark grey blank slate for your work. No layers, no apparent tools, just a big
rectangle of workspace. If you move your mouse to the right, the tool palette
appears with a lovely fade. This polish continues throughout, as fades and physics
create a more tactile experience than things simply appearing.
This attention to detail is a testament to Pixelmator Pro’s Apple-esque design, and
that carries through into the engineering, which we’ll get to in a moment. There are
a few palettes that float above the interface, but this is a relatively minor gripe. (The
most notable exception is Apple’s system-wide color picker, which looks ancient
these days and stubbornly appeared in the lower left of my gigantic screen every
time I opened it.)
A number of pro photographers initially groused about Pixelmator Pro’s lack of
interface customization. In Photoshop, you can change the default dark grey to
black, white, or the more eyeball-friendly medium grey. I won’t go into why eye strain can be a problem with a “dark” interface as you can read
more about that here. Luckily, Pixelmator 1.2 added a “light appearance,” but it’s available only in Mojave.
Layers
Photoshop presents layers with thumbnails in various sizes and adds masks or
clipping layers visually. This interface has been around since the early days of
Photoshop.
Pixelmator Pro offers the option of no visible layers (the default), a thumbnail
view, and a list view.
Overall, Pixelmator Pro has many fewer layer options. Compare what I get
when I right-click a layer in Pixelmator Pro against the same in Photoshop.
(I should note that version 1.3 of Pixelmator Pro just added clipping masks to
the contextual menu above—a welcome addition.)
Photoshop is an F-15 compared to Pixelmator Pro’s commuter jet here. If
you’re doing Bert Monroy-level work, Photoshop options like giving layers
colors or putting them in folders is an absolute must. For the rest of us, those
options are likely overkill.
However, Pixelmator Pro does have a few layer tricks of its own, like naming
layers with machine learning. This auto-naming of layers is a nifty time saver if
you’re bringing in a bunch of photos as layers all at once and want to avoid that
“Layer 1” through “Layer 9999” problem. Does it work? About as reliably as
any AI works these days, which is to say it
does a pretty decent job. It managed to detect
a cat, tree, food, and car—but hilariously
labeled a pair of dice as “food” and a traffic
cone as a bottle. Your mileage may vary, but
it’s a starting point. You can also Control-click
the layer to bring up other possible names.
Presumably Pixelmator Pro will improve over
time, but the closest match to the photo of
dice was “game controller,” which is still
pretty funny.
Speaking of layers, perhaps the most disappointing aspect of Pixelmator Pro’s
implementation is its inability to create a layer adjustment that affects all the
layers below it. Want to convert your image to black-and-white? You have to
either flatten the image or apply Black & White adjustments to every single
layer, which misses the point of layering. (Happily, according to a team member
at Pixelmator, adjustment layers are on the roadmap.)
The reason for this limitation stems from the non-destructive nature of what
you do to each layer. Non-destructive editing can be really cool, or it can
frustrate you. For example, if you zoom into a portrait and eliminate blemishes,
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save and close the file, and open it again later, those fixes aren’t “burned in” to the image itself. They can be undone! Each layer carries a memory of
what was done to it. Unfortunately, by “undoing” those fixes made with the Repair tool, you’ll lose all the Repair tool changes. There’s no History
palette like in Photoshop that would let you selectively iterate through revisions. That’s a bummer, and the biggest drawback in Pixelmator Pro may
be this lack of a History palette. If you’re hooked on that tool in Photoshop, you’ll have a hard time in Pixelmator Pro.
That said, Pixelmator Pro takes advantage of numerous macOS features, including Versions, which lets you move among previous saves with ease.
In fact, as I alluded to earlier, the macOS features in Pixelmator Pro give it somewhat of an edge over Photoshop. By relying on macOS features like
Metal 2, Wide Color, and CoreML (which powers its machine learning features), Pixelmator Pro moves like a speedboat to Photoshop’s battleship.
I wound up launching Pixelmator Pro to do a lot of my photo work simply because (on a 2017 27-inch iMac, anyway) it launched instantly and ran
like a cheetah. Speaking of which, Pixelmator Pro is not compatible with OS X 10.0 Cheetah—only 10.13 High Sierra and up. The latest version
looks great on Mojave.
Wrapping up our discussion of layers, if you do extensive masking work in Photoshop, you’re going to have a little adjustment period with
Pixelmator Pro. There are masks, but they pretty much work like those in Pixelmator, which aren’t comparable to Photoshop’s. The good news is
Pixelmator Pro uses machine learning to help with selections, and you have a variety of ways to modify selections.
Editing Tools
Naturally, Pixelmator Pro offers the usual suite of image editing tools, like selections, painting, vector shapes (including text), color and effect and
warp tools, plus a suite of color and pixel repair tools. These aren’t always as deep as Photoshop’s, but the vast majority of tools you’re likely to use are
there, including something called Recipes, which is similar to Adobe Lightroom’s presets. If you adjust an image a certain way and want to apply that
same series of adjustments to other images, you can save it and apply it later. You can even drag these recipes to the Finder and share them with other
Pixelmator Pro users.
One of the things I love about Apple’s Photos app is its magical White Balance tool, and thanks
to CoreML, Pixelmator Pro also uses machine learning to adjust this critical element of your
photos. Instead of twiddling with a bunch of settings Pixelmator Pro intelligently analyzes the scene
and does a great job of correcting colors. Photoshop seems to be lacking in this area. In fact, I came
to prefer Pixelmator Pro’s color adjustment tools—but keep in mind the lack of adjustment layers
and maybe it’s a wash, depending on your workflow needs. A minor quibble would be Pixelmator
Pro’s adherence to minimalism here, as only a few tools are available in the Color palette at first.
You must add tools like Hue & Saturation and Levels, but you can save your tool choices as a
default or a preset.
The Effects palette has the usual warp, blur, style, sharpen, and stylize tools that you’re likely to
find in any image editing app. With both color and effects, you’ll see a handy series of thumbnails
between your canvas and the tools, with a bunch of presets waiting for you. You can add to these,
again streamlining repetitive work when you’ve found just the right blend of adjustments. A recent
update to Pixelmator Pro added Automator workflows to batch process images as well.
Another Pixelmator Pro tool I started to prefer over the Photoshop equivalent was the machine
learning-powered Quick Selection tool. Photoshop users are no doubt used to its tunable magic
wand and quick selection tools, but I found myself appreciating the speed and accuracy of
Pixelmator Pro’s Quick Selection tool.
Still, Adobe has added a Select Subject feature that uses the company’s Sensei AI to make the best guess about actual objects in an image. Which
is better? Your mileage will vary depending on many factors. I found both to be adequate, but they often need a little adjustment. In both programs,
you can add or subtract from your selection, and with Pixelmator Pro, you can subtract
the overlap of two selections. However, a single button in Photoshop lets you select a
portion of the image and turn it into a mask.
The repair tools in each application are a bit different in ways that are worth noting. In
Photoshop, Adobe has been working for years on its Content-Aware Move Tool,
enabling you to cut out a boat in the water and move it, leaving water in what would
otherwise have been a big hole in the underlying layer. It works pretty well and is just one
of the repair tools in Photoshop. Others include a red-eye removal tool, a patch tool, and
several different healing tools that let you remove stuff like wires from the sky by just
painting.
Likewise, the Repair tool in Pixelmator Pro allows you to remove stuff you don’t want. In the image below, I used Pixelmator Pro to remove the
generic “person silhouette” you see when logging into a Windows 10 machine. I also tried to remove the pink-shirted person in the background. As
you can see in the second photo, results vary depending on the complexity of what you’re trying to do and the surrounding pixels available.
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Photoshop has an advantage here, born from years of R&D.

Web Work and Other New Features in Pixelmator Pro
Since its launch, Pixelmator Pro has gained a slew of features, but perhaps most notable are tools that appeal to anyone making Web sites. There’s
vastly improved SVG support, support for Apple’s High Efficiency Image File Format (HEIF), and a great tool for slicing and exporting images.
Slicing tools allow you to carve up large images into smaller ones, making them easier to load on the Web.
Vectors can now be created and edited like in Pixelmator, and there’s a robust set of vector shapes and tools available. Still, if you’re looking to
create vector images exclusively, you’re going to want Sketch or Illustrator.
Pixelmator Pro boasts new advanced compression options, export presets, and a truly handy Quick Export tool that makes it much quicker and
easier to wrangle Web images than in Photoshop. This is yet another area where Photoshop’s juggernaut-load of features bogs you down. For those
who care, Pixelmator Pro now supports the MacBook Pro’s Touch Bar.
Another new Pixelmator Pro feature is automatic color adjustments using machine learning, which is handy when you’re working with a bunch
of images. But Apple’s Photos app provides basically the same thing. You can also customize the toolbar, see live previews, and select color ranges.
Finally, to help you figure out all these new capabilities, the Pixelmator Team has added a slew of video tutorials, not that there’s any lack of
Photoshop tutorials.
As welcome as these new features are, Photoshop has had most of them for a while. As I said at the beginning, if you’re using an advanced,
multi-application and cloud-based workflow for your Web sites with Adobe’s Creative Suite, this may all feel like riding a tricycle after ditching your
racing bike.
Picking Your Pixel Pusher
Change is never easy. If you’re looking to ditch Photoshop and are considering Pixelmator Pro, I’d ask what deficiencies in Photoshop bug you
the most. For me, it’s performance. By throwing every imaginable feature into the mix, Photoshop has become bloated.
To use a car analogy, Photoshop is a crossover SUV, capable but not very efficient. It tries to appeal to a wide swath of users with a gigantic toolset,
most of which you may never use, just as most SUV owners never take their cars offroad. By comparison, Pixelmator Pro is a Ferrari. It’s not the car
you take out in the snow, but the one you love to drive because it’s fast and fun.
In the end, that’s how I found myself using Pixelmator Pro over Photoshop. When I needed something done quickly and efficiently, I’d launch
Pixelmator Pro in an instant and be happy (and done). However, if I needed to create complex text effects or deal with dozens of layers that needed a
global adjustment, I’d fire up Photoshop and spend some time getting down to business.
The bottom line? “Serious” users can’t really consider Pixelmator Pro as a Photoshop replacement, given the broad range of tools that Adobe has
packed into its image-manipulation behemoth. Years of development have added everything from 3D printing support to pre-press tools in
Photoshop. However, if you’re a photographer whose needs include tonal adjustments, some pixel replacement, and maybe a little bit of vector work
added on top—all deployed with the speed and beauty of a proper Mac app—you just may be delighted by Pixelmator Pro’s capabilities and low
price.
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Bob “Dr. Mac” LeVitus’ Tips
Why Redundancy is a Very Good Thing in
Storage
Last week I had something bad happen to one of
my newest hard drives—an 8TB USB 3 drive named
"8TB of Backups." I walked in the office one
morning to find it offline and unwilling to mount.
I tried Disk Utility's Disk First Aid first, but it
failed:
• The volume 8TB of Backups could not be
repaired.
• File system check exit code is 8.
• Restoring the original state found as mounted.
• Problem -69842 occurred while restoring the
original mount state.
• File system verify or repair failed.
• Operation failed…
I ran Drive Genius, but it, too, was unable to repair
the disk:
For some folks, waking up to find a dead 8TB
hard disk would wreck their whole day. But I expect
hard drives to fail, which is why everything on 8TB
of Backups was also backed up to at least one other
destination.
Knowing my backups were safe on other disks, I
had no compunction about erasing and reformatting
8TB of Backups, and then telling Carbon Copy
Cloner to clone the appropriate folders again.
It took over 24 hours to copy and verify all the files,
but a day later all was back to normal and none of my
data was ever at risk.
iPhone-in-the-Car Dilemma? Solved!
I used to love those iPhone car mounts that you stick in your car’s CD player slot.
Since I haven’t listened to a CD since I subscribed to Apple Music, they were a
sweet solution to the, "where do I put my iPhone in my car" dilemma. Those
iPhone holders converted a nearly-useless slot in my dashboard into an adjustable
and secure iPhone mount.
Then, I got a different car. Sadly, its CD slot is directly above the touchscreen
controls. I tried several different CD mounts, but every one of them blocked the
screen.
So, for the past year or so, I’ve been driving around with my iPhone in the cup
holder. I do not recommend or condone this, but it was the best I could do until….
Read the thrilling conclusion at MacObserver.com.

Reprinted with Bob LeVitus’ permission.
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HOW TO FIND US
General meeting:
SMMUG General Meetings are held on the SECOND Monday of
each month at Fire Station 14 located at 1875 Dublin Blvd (at the
intersection of North Academy and Dublin).
Directions:
From Academy, go east on Dublin and then turn right on
the very first street. There is parking on the west and south
sides of the Fire Station (with additional parking located to
the north and further west of the Fire Station). The entrance
is on the west side of the building.
Smoking is not permitted on the premises.

Sig meeting:
The SIG Meetings are held on the SECOND Saturday of each month at the CityMac store located within the University Village Shopping
Center at 5020 North Nevada. CityMac sits right next to the Xfnity Office and is across the street from Costco.
Directions:
#1) Take I-25 to Nevada heading south. Turn right on Eagle Rock Road. Drive past the intersection and then park on the left in front of the
CityMac Store.
#2) Take I-25 to Garden of the Gods Rd. heading East. Turn left on Nevada and then left on Eagle Rock Road. Drive past the intersection and
then park on the left in front of the CityMac Store.
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About Us
The Silicon Mountain Macintosh User Group, Inc. (a nonprofit educational corporation) was formed in Colorado Springs,
Colorado in 1985, and is one of the oldest Macintosh User Groups in the United States. SMMUG, Inc. is dedicated to helping
members enjoy and learn about their Macintosh computer, iPhone and iPad devices.
Club membership is open to everyone and you are cordially invited to visit our free monthly General Meeting on the second
Monday of each month, at 7:00 PM. For those new to the Macintosh, we have a Question & Answer session at 6:00 PM, where
our collective expertise can help answer your questions.
All members receive a monthly newsletter, published on our web site, see great reviews of software and hardware, or can
participate in the monthly door prize drawing. Each member gets one vote during annual Oﬃcer Elections. No corporate
memberships are granted.
Our oﬃcers are volunteers and receive no pay. All funds raised are used for the cost of operating the club and its meetings.

Membership Application Form
Membership entitles you to access to our online forums, participation in prize drawings, and access to the
bargains in the members area of the SMMUG website at www. smmug.org. SMMUG renewal membership dues
($30) apply to the calendar year and are paid each December for the following year. Use the following table for
NEW MEMBERSHIP ONLY:

JAN 1 to MAR 31 - $30.00
JUL 1 to SEPT 30 - $15.00
Please Print Clearly!
Name
Street Address
City/State/ZIP
Home Telephone
E-mail Address
Have you previously been a member of SMMUG?
How did you learn about SMMUG?

APR 1 to JUN 30 - $20.00
OCT 1 to DEC 31 - $10.00
Today’s Date

Business Telephone

Make your check payable to: SMMUG
Then mail or give this form and your check to:
SMMUG, Inc.
2100 Wood Avenue
Colorado Springs, CO 80907-6718

Please make an online account for me.
User Name _______________
Don’t make an online account for me.
I do not want one or I already have

